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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates generally to roll-
ing element bearings and, more particularly, to embodi-
ments of a small-package combination bearing having
superior radial and axial load capacities, as well as to
embodiments of a valve assembly including such a com-
bination bearing.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Butterfly-type valve assemblies are commonly
utilized onboard aircraft to the control flow of highly pres-
surized fluids, such as bleed air. A butterfly valve assem-
bly commonly includes a flowbody having a flow passage
therethrough, a drive shaft rotatably suspended within
the flowbody, and a valve plate disposed within the flow
passage and mounted to the drive shaft. To provide a
substantially uninterrupted sealing surface, the drive
shaft may be angled with respect to the flow passage
and with respect to a sealing member (e.g., a wiper seal)
carried by the valve plate. Opposing ends of the sus-
pended drive shaft are each received within a cylindrical
recess or annulus provided within the flowbody, and a
rolling element bearing is often disposed around each
shaft end to facilitate rotation of the suspended drive
shaft. The flowbody may also include various mounting
features (e.g., flanges) to facilitate mounting to the air-
craft ducting and to support a valve actuator, which en-
gages an end portion drive shaft to provide controlled
rotation of the valve plate during operation of the valve
assembly.
[0003] As the pressure differentials across the butterfly
valve plate increase, and as the dimensions of the valve
plate increase, so too do the forces exerted on the valve
plate by pressurized fluid within the flow passage. In the
case of a butterfly valve assembly including an angled
drive shaft, both radial and axial (thrust) forces are trans-
ferred through the drive shaft to the rolling element bear-
ings. When conventional contact angle ball bearings are
utilized to support angled drive shaft subjected to high
radial and axial (thrust) loading, undesirably high hertzian
stress concentrations may occur within each ball bearing,
which can result in excessive deformation and wear of
the bearing’s rolling elements and an overall reduction
in the bearing’s load-bearing capacity and operational
lifespan. Dual bearing configurations, which pair one
bearing dedicated to radial loads with a second, neigh-
boring bearing dedicated to axial loads, can be employed
to reduce the hertzian stresses within each bearing; how-
ever, the usage of two bearings to support a shaft end
adds undesired bulk, weight, part count, and cost to the
butterfly valve assembly. Combination bearings have al-
so been developed that include two neighboring rows of
rolling elements (e.g., a row of ball-type rolling elements
and an adjacent row of rollers) separated by an annular

guide flange. The row of ball-type rolling elements is typ-
ically intended to react to axial (thrust) loads, while the
row of rollers is intended to react to the radial loads. How-
ever, due to limitations inherent in manufacturing proc-
esses, it is difficult to ensure precise alignment between
the rotational centers of the neighboring rolling elements
within the combination bearing. Movement of the ball-
type rolling elements can thus become undesirably re-
stricted during to rotation of the combination bearing due
to internal misalignments, and the ball-type rolling ele-
ments may carry not only the axial (thrust) load, but also
a substantial portion of the radial load. High concentra-
tions of hertzian stress may thus occur within the ball-
type rolling elements, again resulting in an undesired re-
duction in the bearing’s load capacity and operational
lifespan.
[0004] It would thus be desirable to provided embodi-
ments of combination bearing that achieves improved
load segregation between at least two rows of rolling el-
ements to reduce the hertzian stress concentrations with-
in the bearing and thereby improve the bearing’s overall
load capacity and operational lifespan. Ideally, embodi-
ments of such a combination bearing would be relatively
lightweight and compact and, consequently, well-suited
for usage within valve assemblies utilized within avionic
applications. Finally, it would further be desirable to pro-
vide embodiments of a valve assembly including such a
combination bearing. Other desirable features and char-
acteristics of the present invention will become apparent
from the subsequent Detailed Description and the ap-
pended Claims, taken in conjunction with the accompa-
nying Drawings and the foregoing Background.
[0005] DE 200 07 849 U1 discloses a rolling bearing
assembly.
[0006] US 2009/016658 A1 discloses a ground-based
power generator with ball-roller bearing butterfly valve.

BRIEF SUMMARY

[0007] The present invention in its various aspects is
as set out in the appended claims.
[0008] Embodiments of a valve assembly, such as an
airborne butterfly valve assembly, are provided. In one
embodiment, the valve assembly includes a flowbody
having a flow passage therethrough, a drive shaft rotat-
ably mounted within the flowbody, a valve element
mounted to the drive shaft and positioned within the flow
passage, and a combination bearing coupled between
the flowbody and the drive shaft. The combination bear-
ing comprises an integral radial load/thrust ring coupled
to the drive shaft, and a thrust washer disposed substan-
tially adjacent the integral radial load/thrust ring, as taken
along the longitudinal axis of the combination bearing.
An outer radial ring circumscribes the integral thrust/ra-
dial load ring. A first plurality of rolling elements is cap-
tured between the thrust washer and the integral radial
load/thrust ring, and a second plurality of rolling elements
is captured between the outer radial ring and the integral
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radial load/thrust ring.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] At least one example of the present invention
will hereinafter be described in conjunction with the fol-
lowing figures, wherein like numerals denote like ele-
ments, and:
[0010] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a valve ac-
tuator and a butterfly valve assembly including an angled
drive shaft supported by a rolling element bearing and a
combination bearing in accordance with an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention;
[0011] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of the upper
portion of the drive shaft and the exemplary combination
bearing shown in FIG. 1;
[0012] FIG. 3 is a more detailed cross-sectional view
of a portion of the exemplary combination bearing shown
in FIGs. 1 and 2; and
[0013] FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional view of a second ex-
emplary combination bearing disposed around an end
portion of a drive shaft and including a row of cylindrical
roller-type elements through which radial loads are pri-
marily transmitted and a row of tapered roller-type ele-
ments through which axial (thrust) loads are primarily
transmitted.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The following Detailed Description is merely ex-
emplary in nature and is not intended to limit the invention
or the application and uses of the invention. Furthermore,
there is no intention to be bound by any theory presented
in the preceding Background or the following Detailed
Description. The following describes exemplary embod-
iments of a combination bearing in the context of a par-
ticular type of valve assembly, namely, an airborne but-
terfly valve assembly. It is emphasized, however, that
the following description is exemplary in nature and that
embodiments of the combination bearing can be utilized
within any application or device wherein it is desired to
support a rotating component (e.g., a drive shaft) sub-
jected to both radial and axial loads during operation.
[0015] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional view of a butterfly
valve assembly 10 and a valve actuator 12 illustrated in
accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention. Butterfly valve assembly 10 includes
a flowbody 14 having an outlet port 16, an inlet port 18,
and a flow passage 20. An angled drive shaft 22 is rotat-
ably suspended through flow passage 20, and a valve
element (i.e., a butterfly valve plate 24) is mounted to an
intermediate section of angled drive shaft 22. A wiper
seal 26 is carried by butterfly valve plate 24 and sealingly
engages the inner surface of flowbody 14 defining flow
passage 20. Drive shaft 22 is mounted within flowbody
14 to accommodate relative thermal growth of shaft 22,
as described more fully below. Drive shaft 22 is consid-
ered "angled" in that the longitudinal axis of drive shaft

22 (represented in FIG. 1 by dashed line 28) forms an
acute angle with the longitudinal axis of flow passage 20
(represented in FIG. 1 by dashed line 30) of, for example,
approximately 12 to 15 degrees. The longitudinal axis of
drive shaft 22 also forms an angle with the plane in which
wiper seal 26 is disposed (represented in FIG. 1 by
dashed line 32). By angling drive shaft 22 in this manner,
a substantially uninterrupted sealing surface is provided
through the full range of motion of butterfly valve plate
24 and wiper seal 26. Flowbody 14 can include any
number of structural elements, but is preferably fabricat-
ed (e.g., cast and machined) as a unitary piece to max-
imize structural integrity.
[0016] Drive shaft 22 includes an upper end portion 34
and an opposing, lower end portion 36. Upper end portion
34 of drive shaft 22 is received within a first cylindrical
cavity 38 provided within flowbody 14 and, specifically,
within an upper flowbody housing structure 40 extending
radially from the main body of flowbody 14 in an upward
direction. Upper flowbody housing structure 40 also in-
cludes an actuator mounting platform 42, which supports
valve actuator 12 in the manner shown in FIG. 1. A linkage
housing 44 may be disposed between actuator mounting
platform 42 and valve actuator 12. Although not shown
in FIG. 1 for clarity, linkage housing 44 contains a linkage
(e.g., a bell-crank type linkage) mechanically coupling
the piston of actuator 12 to upper end portion 34 of drive
shaft 22. The particular form assumed by valve actuator
12 will inevitably vary amongst different embodiments.
In the illustrated example, valve actuator 12 assumes the
form of a pneumatic-type actuator, which includes a
housing 46 and a pneumatic piston 48 slidably mounted
within housing 46.
[0017] A combination bearing 52 and an annular spac-
er 54 are disposed within cavity 38 of upper flowbody
housing structure 40. Combination bearing 52 is mounted
around upper end portion 34 of angled drive shaft 22 and
facilitates the rotation of shaft 22 relative to flowbody 14
during operation of butterfly valve assembly 10 and multi-
dimensional loading of shaft 22 (described below). In the
illustrated exemplary embodiment, combination bearing
52 is retained between the lower wall of annular spacer
54 and the floor of upper flowbody housing structure 40.
Two exemplary manners in which combination bearing
52 may be implemented are described in detail below in
conjunction with FIGs. 2-4.
[0018] Lower end portion 36 of angled drive shaft 22
is received within a lower flowbody housing structure 58,
which extends radially from the main body of flowbody
14 in a downward direction. A cylindrical cavity 60 is pro-
vided within lower flowbody housing structure 58, and a
rolling element bearing 62 is disposed within cavity 60.
Rolling element bearing 62 is mounted around lower end
portion 36 of angled drive shaft 22 to further facilitate
rotation of shaft 22 in a loaded condition. At least one
spring member 64 (e.g., a wave spring or a stack of Bel-
leville washers) is positioned within cavity 60. Spring
member 64 is compressed between a static component
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of combination bearing 52 (e.g., outer radial ring 78, de-
scribed below) and the inner surface of a cover piece 66,
which is affixed over the outer opening of flowbody hous-
ing structure 58 utilizing, for example, a plurality of fas-
teners 68. Spring member 64 exerts a preload on bear-
ings 52 and 64 to prevent free axial movement of drive
shaft 22. In particular, spring member 64 is sized to have
a spring rate sufficient to prevent any appreciable longi-
tudinal sliding of drive shaft 22 due to inertial and vibra-
tional forces generated during aircraft acceleration and
flight. At the same time, spring member 64 provides suf-
ficient axial compliance to accommodate thermal growth
of drive shaft 22 when heated by bleed air within flow
passage 20.
[0019] Relatively high radial loads can be applied to
drive shaft 22 and transmitted to combination bearing 52
and rolling element bearing 62 when significant pressure
differentials develop across butterfly valve plate 24
and/or when the dimensions of butterfly valve assembly
10 are relatively large. Due to the orientation of valve
plate 24 within flow passage 20, pressurized fluid within
flowbody 14 may urge axial movement of drive shaft 22
away from rolling element bearing 62 and toward com-
bination bearing 52 and valve actuator 12 (i.e., upward
in illustrated orientation). As a result, significant axial
(thrust) loads may also be imparted to combination bear-
ing 52 during operation of valve assembly 10. Combina-
tion bearing 52 effectively segregates this multi-dimen-
sional (radial and axial) load between two different rows
of rolling elements, which are each adapted to carry their
assigned load component. This results in a reduction in
concentration of hertzian stress within the rolling ele-
ments and raceways of combination bearing 52, and al-
lows combination bearing 52 to achieve radial and axial
loading capacities and operational lifespans well exceed-
ing those provided by conventional rolling element bear-
ings (e.g., contact angle ball bearings). In addition, com-
bination bearing 52 is relatively compact and lightweight
and, consequently, does not add excessive bulk or
weight to butterfly valve assembly 10. Two exemplary
implementations of combination bearing 52 are de-
scribed below in conjunction with FIGs. 2-4. While de-
scribed below in the context of exemplary butterfly valve
assembly 10, and therefore as positioned within annulus
38 of upper housing structure 40 and as receiving a thrust
component in a generally upward direction, it will be un-
derstood that embodiments of combination bearing 52
can be utilized in various other types applications and
may be utilized to react to thrust loads transmitted
through bearing 52 in either longitudinal direction of bear-
ing 52.
[0020] FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of
combination bearing 52 and upper end portion 34 of drive
shaft 22 in accordance with an exemplary embodiment,
and FIG. 3 is a more detailed cross-sectional view of
combination bearing 52. Referring collectively to FIGs. 2
and 3, combination bearing 52 includes the following
components: (i) an integral radial load/thrust ring 74

mounted around end portion 34 of drive shaft 22; (ii) a
thrust washer 76 disposed adjacent integral radial
load/thrust ring 74, as taken along the longitudinal axis
of combination bearing 52; (iii) an outer radial ring 78
circumscribing integral radial load/thrust ring 74; (iv) a
first plurality of rolling elements 80 captured between
thrust washer 76 and integral radial load/thrust ring 74;
(v) a second plurality of rolling elements 82 captured be-
tween outer radial ring 78 and integral radial load/thrust
ring 74; and (vi) a bearing housing 84 containing integral
radial load/thrust ring 74, thrust washer 76, outer radial
ring 78, and rolling elements 80 and 82. In alternative
embodiments, combination bearing 52 may include ad-
ditional components, such as one or more annular guide
members (e.g., a cage) adapted to maintain angular
spacing between rolling elements 80 and/or rolling ele-
ments 82. The components of combination bearing 52
are each described, in turn, below.
[0021] In the illustrated example, integral radial
load/thrust ring 74 includes a tubular body 86 having a
first end portion 88 and a second, opposing end portion
90. Drive shaft 22 extends through integral radial
load/thrust ring 74 and, specifically, through a longitudi-
nal channel provided through tubular body 86. Tubular
body 86 is piloted to shaft 22; e.g., as indicated in FIG.
2, drive shaft 22 may be fabricated (e.g., machined) to
include an outer radial step 92, which abuts end portion
90 tubular body 86 when combination bearing 52 is as-
sembled. As a result of this structural configuration, in-
tegral radial load/thrust ring 74 is fixedly coupled to drive
shaft 22, and radial and axial (thrust) loads are both trans-
ferred through drive shaft 22 and to integral radial
load/thrust ring 74 during operation of butterfly valve as-
sembly 10 (FIG. 1). The foregoing notwithstanding, the
particular manner in which integral radial load/thrust ring
74 is fixedly coupled to drive shaft 22 will vary amongst
different embodiments; e.g., in certain embodiments, ring
74 may be indirectly coupled to drive shaft 22 via one or
more intervening structural elements.
[0022] The outer annular surface of tubular body 86
defines an outer circumferential race 94 around integral
radial load/thrust ring 74, which contacts and guides roll-
ing elements 82 during rotation of ring 74 relative to outer
radial ring 78. In the illustrated example, rolling elements
82 assume the form of cylindrical rollers, and outer cir-
cumferential race 94 is imparted with a substantially lin-
ear or flat cross-sectional geometry. The width of outer
circumferential race 94 is greater than the widths of rolling
elements 82, as taken along the longitudinal axis of com-
bination bearing 52. Rolling elements 82 can thus slide
along outer circumferential race 94 to accommodate axial
movement of rolling elements 82 and outer radial ring 78
relative to integral radial load/thrust ring 74 (indicated in
FIG. 3 by arrow 108). Axial displacement between rolling
elements 82 and integral radial load/thrust ring 74 is, how-
ever, limited by a circumferential abutment shoulder 96,
which is formed around terminal end 90 of tubular body
86 to prevent rolling elements 82 from departing outer
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circumferential race 94. Abutment shoulder 96 may com-
prise a series of circumferentially-spaced protuberances
or castellations, but preferably assumes the form of a
continuous annular rim formed around tubular body 86
of integral radial load/thrust ring 74.
[0023] Circumferential abutment shoulder 96 is pref-
erably imparted with a sufficient radial height to reliably
prevent sliding disengagement of rolling elements 82
from integral radial load/thrust ring 74, as previously de-
scribed. However, the radial height of abutment shoulder
96 is preferably sufficiently limited to allow rolling ele-
ments 82 to be slid or otherwise positioned over shoulder
96 during assembly of combination bearing 52. Rolling
elements 82 may be effectively slid over abutment shoul-
der 96 by a snap-fit action wherein shoulder 96 has a
sufficient resiliency and geometry to temporarily deform
or deflect to allow passage of rolling elements 82 with
the application of force during assembly. Passage of roll-
ing elements 82 over shoulder 96 may also be facilitated
by heating outer radial ring 78 (possibly also in conjunc-
tion with rolling elements 82) to thermally expand ring 78
and thereby increase the inner diameter thereof. While
outer radial ring 78 is in a heated, thermally-expanded
state, rolling elements 82 may then easily be positioned
along outer circumferential race 94 of integral radial
load/thrust ring 74. Outer radial ring 78 is then allowed
to cool and circumferentially engage the outer circumfer-
ential surfaces of rolling elements 82 thereby capturing
elements 82 between ring 78 and ring 74. Further de-
scription of rolling element bearings including abutment
shoulders and associated assembly methods can be
found in co-pending U.S. Application Serial No.
12/411,260, entitled "ROLLER BEARING ASSEMBLIES
AND ROLLER BEARING ASSEMBLY METHODS," filed
on March 25, 2009, the contents of which are hereby
incorporated by reference.
[0024] An annular thrust collar 98 projects radially out-
ward from first end portion 88 of tubular body 86. Annular
thrust collar 98 is disposed axially adjacent thrust washer
76, but is axially offset therefrom by an axial gap or clear-
ance. Collectively, annular thrust collar 98 and tubular
body 86 impart integral radial load/thrust ring 74 with a
substantially L-shaped cross-sectional geometry, as tak-
en along a plane substantially orthogonal to the longitu-
dinal axis of ring 74. An outer radial race 100 is provided
around the outer radial face of thrust collar 98. During
operation of combination bearing 52, rolling elements 80
travel along outer radial race 100 as integral radial
load/thrust ring 74 rotates relative to thrust washer 76.
In the illustrated example wherein rolling elements 80
assume the form of ball-type elements, and outer radial
race 100 is imparted with an arced (e.g., semi-circular or
semi-elliptical) cross-sectional geometry; however, roll-
ing elements 80 may assume other forms in alternative
embodiments (e.g., that of tapered rollers), and the cross-
sectional profile of outer radial race 100 may vary ac-
cordingly. Annular thrust collar 98 is integrally formed
with tubular body 86 as a unitary piece.

[0025] Outer radial ring 78 circumscribes integral radial
load/thrust ring 74 and is substantially concentric with
tubular body 86. Outer radial ring 78 includes an inner
circumferential race 102 and two guide shoulders 104,
which extend radially inward from the annular body of
ring 78. As does outer circumferential race 94, inner cir-
cumferential race 102 contacts and guides rolling ele-
ments 82 during rotation of integral radial load/thrust ring
74 relative to thrust washer 76. As rolling elements 80
assume the form of cylindrical rollers in the illustrated
example, inner circumferential race 102 is imparted with
a substantially linear of flat cross-sectional geometry.
Rolling elements 82 are retained within inner circumfer-
ential race 102 by guide shoulders 104, which have an
axial spacing slightly greater than the width of each rolling
elements 82. Outer radial ring 78 is matingly received
within bearing housing 84, but can slide axially therein
(again, indicated in FIG. 3 by arrow 108) to accommodate
relative axial movement of shaft 22 and integral radial
load/thrust ring 74 due to thermal growth. As indicated
above, outer radial ring 78 is prevented from slidably dis-
engaging from bearing housing 84 by rolling elements
82, which are captured between guide shoulders 104 and
which contact abutment shoulder 96 to provide a terminal
hard stop prior to departure of elements 82 from inner
circumferential race 94.
[0026] To prevent contact between outer radial ring 78
and annular thrust collar 98, integral radial load/thrust
ring 74 may be fabricated to further include an annular
spacing shoulder 105. As shown in FIGs. 2 and 3, annular
spacing shoulder 105 projects radially outward from tu-
bular body 86 between outer circumferential race 94 and
the base of annular thrust collar 98. The width of annular
spacing shoulder 105 (identified in FIG. 3 as W1) is great-
er than the width of the innermost guide shoulder 104 of
outer radial ring 78 (identified in FIG. 3 as W2), as taken
along the longitudinal axis of combination bearing 52.
Due to this difference in longitudinal widths, in the event
that longitudinal convergence should occur between roll-
ing elements 80 and annular thrust collar 98, shoulder
105 will abut rolling elements 80 and arrest the sliding
movement of outer radial ring 78 prior to contact of ring
78 with collar 98.
[0027] With continued reference to FIGs. 2 and 3, the
inner radial face of thrust washer 76 defines an inner
radial race 106, which contacts and guides rolling ele-
ments 80 during rotation of integral radial load/thrust ring
74 relative to thrust washer 76. As rolling elements 80
assume the form of ball-type elements in the illustrated
example, inner radial race 106 is preferably imparted with
an arced (e.g., semi-circular or semi-elliptical) cross-sec-
tional geometry. Notably, thrust washer 76 is radially free
floating within bearing housing 84. To permit free floating
movement of thrust washer 76 (indicated in FIG. 3 by
arrow 110), a first annular clearance is provided around
the outer edge of thruster washer 76 and the interior of
bearing housing 84 (identified in FIG. 3 as "C1"), and a
second annular clearance is provided around the inner
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edge of thrust washer 76 and drive shaft 22 (identified in
FIG. 3 as "C2"). Thrust washer 76 is retained within bear-
ing housing 84 by abutment with an inner radial lip 111
provided around the interior of bearing housing 84.
[0028] As shown in FIGs. 2 and 3, bearing housing 84
preferably assumes the form of a discrete structural body,
such as a cylindrical cartridge or casing, which may be
matingly inserted into cavity 38 of upper flowbody hous-
ing structure 40 during assembly of butterfly valve as-
sembly 10 (FIG. 1). However, it should be noted that, in
alternative embodiments, combination bearing 52 may
not include a discrete housing member and may instead
to rely upon the walls of housing structure 40 defining
cavity 38 (FIG. 1) to serve as the bearing housing. Stated
differently, in certain embodiments, bearing housing 84
may be integrally formed with flowbody 14 (FIG. 1). In
this case, the various components of combination bear-
ing 52 (i.e., integral radial load/thrust ring 74, thrust wash-
er 76, outer radial ring 78, and rolling elements 80 and
82) may be assembled directly within cavity 38.
[0029] Inner radial race 106 of thrust washer 76 and
outer radial race 100 of annular thrust collar 98 collec-
tively define an annular space or raceway in which rolling
elements 80 travel and which is located axially adjacent
integral radial load/thrust ring 74. Similarly, inner circum-
ferential race 102 of outer radial ring 78 and outer cir-
cumferential race 94 of tubular body 86 define an annular
space or raceway in which rolling elements 80 travel and
which extends around or circumscribes integral radial
load/thrust ring 74. The rotational axes of rolling elements
80 (represented in FIGs. 2 and 3 by lines 114) are sub-
stantially perpendicular to the rotational axis of integral
radial load/thrust ring 74. Conversely, the rotational axes
of rolling elements 82 (represented in FIGs. 2 and 3 by
lines 112) are substantially parallel to the rotational axis
of integral radial load/thrust ring 74 and perpendicular to
rotational axes of rolling elements 80. The rotational axes
of rolling elements 82 further extend through the raceway
of rolling elements 80, as well as through rolling elements
80 when aligned with rolling elements 82.
[0030] As a result of above-described structural ar-
rangement, axial (thrust) loads imparted to drive shaft 22
are primarily or exclusively transmitted through annular
thrust collar 98 of radial load/thrust ring 74 to rolling ele-
ments 80, which are generally configured to movement
in a radial direction; that is, rolling elements 80 are pri-
marily reactant to the axial load component. In contrast,
rolling elements 82 are able to slide in an axial direction
along race 94 and, consequently, carry little to no portion
of axial (thrust) loads transmitted through combination
bearing 52. Radial loads imparted to combination bearing
52 are primarily or exclusively transmitted through tubular
body 86 of inner radial load/thrust ring 74 and to rolling
elements 82, which are generally confined to movement
in an axial direction; that is, rolling elements 82 are pri-
marily reactant to the radial load component. By compar-
ison, rolling elements 80 are able to roll radially inward
or outward from the axial centerline of combination bear-

ing 52 to accommodate radial displacement between an-
nular thrust collar 98 and thrust washer 76. Rolling ele-
ments 80 will thus self-align to rolling elements 82 during
rotation of combination bearing 52 by continually moving
toward radial positions at which the rotational axes of
rolling elements 80 are substantially co-linear with the
rotational axes of rolling elements 82. In this manner, the
thrust-carrying portion of combination bearing 52 contin-
ually repositions to minimize or eliminate undesired shar-
ing of the load components by rolling elements 80 and
82. In this manner, rolling elements 80 is subjected to
little to no portion of the radial load transmitted through
combination bearing 52, and a complete segregation of
multi-dimensional (radial and axial) loads between rolling
elements 80 and 82 is achieved. A homogenous distri-
bution of mechanical stress is thus provided over the con-
tact surfaces of rolling elements 80 and 82, which reduc-
es stress concentrations within combination bearing 52
and enables a significant improvement in the overall load
capacities and operational lifespan of bearing 52.
[0031] As indicated in FIGs. 2 and 3, rolling element
bearings 82 preferably assume the form of a plurality of
rollers and, specifically, cylindrical or non-tapered rollers.
By selecting rollers for usage as rolling element bearings
82, the contact surface area over which radial loads are
transmitted through rolling element bearings 82 can be
maximized to further reduce stress concentrations there-
in. By comparison, rolling element bearings 80 are pref-
erably selected to be either ball-type rolling elements or
tapered (frustoconical) rollers. In embodiments wherein
the axial (thrust) forces transmitted through combination
bearing 52 are relatively low as compared to the radial
forces transmitted therethrough, rolling element bearings
80 are preferably selected to be ball-type rolling ele-
ments, which are able to roll in a radial direction to ac-
commodate relative radial movement between thrust
washer 76 and annular thrust collar 98 with minimal fric-
tion. In the case of exemplary butterfly valve assembly
10 (FIG. 1), specifically, the axial (thrust) forces trans-
mitted to combination bearing 52 will be considerably less
than the radial forces transmitted to bearing 52 due to
the relatively modest tilt of drive shaft 22 relative to the
longitudinal axis of flowbody 14 (FIG. 1); for this reason,
rolling elements bearings 80 are illustrated as ball-type
rolling elements in FIGs. 2 and 3.
[0032] In embodiments wherein the axial (thrust) forc-
es approach or exceed the radial forces transmitted
through bearing 52, rolling elements 80 preferably as-
sume the form of tapered (frustoconical) rollers. Relative
to ball-type rolling elements, tapered rollers provide a
significantly enlarged contact surface area over which
the radial loads can be distributed. In this regard, FIG. 4
illustrates an alternative embodiment of combination
bearing 52 wherein rolling elements 80 assume the form
of tapered rollers. As can be seen in FIG. 4, the ge-
ometries of thrust washer 76 and annular thrust collar 98
have been varied to support and retain tapered rollers
80. In addition, inner radial race 106 of thrust washer 76
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and outer radial race 100 of annular thrust collar 98 have
each been imparted with a substantially linear or flat
cross-sectional geometry suitable for guiding tapered
rollers 80 during rotation of integral radial load/thrust ring
74 relative to thrust washer 76.
[0033] There has thus been provided multiple exem-
plary embodiments of a combination bearing having su-
perior axial and radial load bearing capacities and, con-
sequently, an increased service life when utilized to sup-
port a suspended shaft subjected to both axial (thrust)
and radial forces. Notably, combination bearings de-
scribed above are relatively lightweight and compact and,
therefore, well-suited for usage within an airborne valve,
such as a butterfly valve assembly. As a primary advan-
tage, in the above-described combination bearings, the
rolling elements primarily reactant to the axial load com-
ponent (e.g. rolling elements 80 shown in FIGs. 2-4) con-
tinually self-align to the rolling elements primarily reactant
to the radial load component (e.g., rolling elements 82
shown in FIGs. 2-4) to maintain an optimal segregation
of the load components between the two rows of rolling
elements. More than two rows of rolling elements may
be included in further embodiments of the combination
bearing.
[0034] The foregoing has also described embodiments
of a valve assembly (i.e., an airborne butterfly valve) in-
cluding such a combination bearing. While, in the above-
described exemplary embodiments, the valve assembly
assumed the form of an airborne butterfly valve, it is em-
phasized that embodiments of the combination bearing
can be utilized in conjunction with various other types of
valves that include a rotating shaft to which a valve ele-
ment is mechanically coupled, either directly or indirectly.
More generally, embodiments of the above-described
combination bearing can be utilized within any device or
application wherein it is desired to support a rotating com-
ponent, such as a drive shaft, that bears both axial (thrust)
and radial loads.
[0035] While multiple exemplary embodiments have
been presented in the foregoing Detailed Description, it
should be appreciated that a vast number of variations
exist. It should also be appreciated that the exemplary
embodiment or exemplary embodiments are only exam-
ples, and are not intended to limit the scope, applicability,
or configuration of the invention in any way. Rather, the
foregoing Detailed Description will provide those skilled
in the art with a convenient road map for implementing
an exemplary embodiment of the invention. It being un-
derstood that various changes may be made in the func-
tion and arrangement of elements described in an exem-
plary embodiment without departing from the scope of
the invention as set-forth in the appended Claims.

Claims

1. A valve assembly (10), comprising:

a flowbody (14) having a flow passage (20)
therethrough;
a drive shaft (22) rotatably mounted within the
flowbody (14);
a valve element (24) mounted to the drive shaft
(22) and positioned within the flow passage (20);
and
a combination bearing (52) coupled between the
flowbody (14) and the drive shaft (22), the com-
bination bearing (52) comprising:

an integral radial load/thrust ring (74) cou-
pled to the drive shaft (22;
an outer radial ring (78) circumscribing the
integral thrust/radial load ring (74); and
a first plurality of rolling elements (80)
a second plurality of rolling elements (82)
captured between the outer radial ring (78)
and the integral radial load/thrust ring (74);
wherein the second plurality of rolling ele-
ments (82) and the outer radial ring (78)
slide axially with respect to the integral ra-
dial load/thrust ring (74) to accommodate
relative axial movement of the drive shaft
(22) and the integral radial load/thrust ring
(74) due to thermal growth,
characterised by a thrust washer (76) sub-
stantially adjacent the integral radial
load/thrust ring (74), as taken along the lon-
gitudinal axis of the combination bearing
(52), wherein the plurality of rolling ele-
ments (80) is captured between the thrust
washer (76) and the integral radial
load/thrust ring (74).

2. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 1 wherein
the first plurality of rolling elements (80) moves ra-
dially with respect to the longitudinal axis of the com-
bination bearing (52) to continually self-align with the
second plurality of rolling elements (82) during rota-
tion of the combination bearing (52).

3. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 1 wherein
the integral radial load/thrust ring (74) comprises an
outer radial race (100), wherein the thrust washer
(76) comprises an inner radial race (106), and where-
in the first plurality of rolling elements (80) is posi-
tioned between the outer radial race (100) and the
inner radial race (106).

4. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 3 wherein
the integral radial load/thrust ring (74) further com-
prises an outer circumferential race (94), wherein
the outer radial ring (78) comprises an inner circum-
ferential race (102), and wherein the second plurality
of rolling elements (82) is positioned between the
outer circumferential race (94) and the inner circum-
ferential race (102).
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5. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 1 wherein
the rotational axes of the second plurality of rolling
elements (82) are substantially parallel with the ro-
tational axis of the drive shaft (22).

6. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 5 wherein
the rotational axes of the first plurality of rolling ele-
ments (80) are substantially perpendicular to the ro-
tational axis of the drive shaft (22).

7. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 1 wherein
the first plurality of rolling elements (80) is selected
from the group consisting of a plurality of ball-type
rolling elements and a plurality of tapered rollers, and
wherein the second plurality of rolling elements (82)
comprises a plurality of rollers.

8. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 1 wherein
the drive shaft (22) is angled with respect to the flow-
body (14), and wherein the valve element (24) com-
prises a butterfly valve plate (24).

9. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 1 wherein
the integral radial load/thrust ring (74) comprises;
an annular thrust collar (98); and
an annular spacing shoulder (105) between the sec-
ond plurality of rolling elements (82) and the annular
thrust collar (98); and
wherein the annular spacing shoulder (105) is posi-
tioned to abut the second plurality of rolling elements
(82) in the event that longitudinal convergence oc-
curs between the second plurality of rolling elements
(82) and the annular thrust collar (98) prior to contact
of the annular thrust collar (98) with the outer radial
ring (78).

10. A valve assembly (10) according to Claim 1 wherein
the combination bearing (52) further comprises a
bearing housing (84) containing the integral radial
load/thrust ring (74), the thrust washer (76), the outer
radial ring (78), the first plurality of rolling elements
(80), and the second plurality of rolling elements (82);
and
wherein an outer edge of the thrust washer (76) is
separated from the bearing housing (84) by a first
annular clearance and wherein an inner edge of the
thrust washer (76) is separated from the drive shaft
(22) by a second annular clearance such that the
thrust washer (76) is radially free floating within the
bearing housing (84).

Patentansprüche

1. Ventilanordnung (10), umfassend:

einen Strömungskörper (14) mit einem Strö-
mungskanal (20) dadurch; eine Antriebswelle

(22), die drehbar in dem Strömungskörper (14)
montiert ist; ein Ventilelement (24), das an der
Antriebswelle (22) montiert ist und in dem Strö-
mungskanal (20) angeordnet ist; und
ein Kombinationslager (52), das zwischen dem
Strömungskörper (14) und der Antriebswelle
(22) gekoppelt ist, wobei das Kombinationslager
(52) Folgendes umfasst:

einen einstückigen, radialen Last-/Anlauf-
ring (74), der mit der Antriebswelle (22) ge-
koppelt ist;
einen äußeren radialen Ring (78), der den
einstückigen, radialen Last-/Anlaufring (74)
umgibt; und
erste mehrere Walzelemente (80);
zweite mehrere Walzelemente (82), die zwi-
schen dem äußeren radialen Ring (78) und
dem einstückigen Last-/Anlaufring (74) er-
fasst sind;
wobei die zweiten mehreren Walzelemente
(82) und der äußere radiale Ring (78) axial
in Bezug auf den einstückigen, radialen
Last-/Anlaufring (74) gleiten, um die relative
axiale Bewegung der Antriebswelle (22)
und des einstückigen radialen Last-/Anlauf-
rings (74) aufgrund des Wärmegangs auf-
zunehmen,
gekennzeichnet dadurch, dass eine An-
laufscheibe (76) im Wesentlichen benach-
bart zu dem einstückigen radialen Last-/An-
laufring (74) in Bezug auf eine Längsachse
des Kombinationslagers (52) daran entlang
angeordnet ist, wobei die ersten mehreren
Walzelemente (80) zwischen der Anlauf-
scheibe (76) und dem einstückigen radialen
Last-/Anlaufring (74) erfasst sind.

2. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
ersten mehreren Walzelemente (80) sich radial in
Bezug auf die Längsachse des Kombinationslagers
(52) zum kontinuierlichen Selbstausrichten mit den
zweiten mehreren Walzelementen (82) während der
Drehung des Kombinationslagers (52) bewegen.

3. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
einstückige radiale Last-/Anlaufring (74) einen äu-
ßeren radialen Lauf (100) umfasst, wobei die Anlauf-
scheibe (76) einen inneren radialen Lauf (106) um-
fasst und wobei die ersten mehreren Walzelemente
(80) zwischen dem äußeren radialen Lauf (100) und
dem inneren radialen Lauf (106) angeordnet sind.

4. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 3, wobei der
einstückige radiale Last-/Anlaufring (74) ferner einen
äußeren Umfangslauf (94) umfasst, wobei der äu-
ßere radiale Ring (78) einen inneren Umfangslauf
(102) umfasst und wobei die zweiten mehreren Wal-
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zelemente (82) zwischen dem äußeren Umfangslauf
(94) und dem inneren Umfangslauf (102) angeord-
net sind.

5. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Drehachsen der zweiten mehreren Walzelemente
(82) im Wesentlichen parallel zu der Drehachse der
Antriebswelle (22) verlaufen.

6. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 5, wobei die
Drehachsen der ersten mehreren Walzelemente
(80) im Wesentlichen senkrecht zu der Drehachse
der Antriebswelle (22) verlaufen.

7. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
ersten mehreren Walzelemente (80) ausgewählt
sind aus der Gruppe, bestehend aus mehreren ku-
gelartigen Walzelementen und mehreren verjüngten
Walzen, und wobei die zweiten mehreren Walzele-
mente (82) mehrere Walzen umfassen.

8. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Antriebswelle (22) in Bezug auf den Strömungskör-
per (14) abgewinkelt ist und wobei das Ventilelement
(24) eine Schmetterlingsventilplatte (24) umfasst.

9. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der
einstückige radiale Last-/Anlaufring (74) Folgendes
umfasst:

einen Druckring (98); und
eine ringförmige Abstandschulter (105) zwi-
schen den zweiten mehreren Walzelementen
(82) und dem Druckring (98); und
wobei die ringförmige Abstandschulter (105)
zum Angrenzen an die zweiten mehreren Wal-
zelemente (82) angeordnet ist, wenn eine
Längskonvergenz zwischen den zweiten meh-
reren Walzelementen (82) und dem Druckring
(98) vor Kontakt des Druckring (98) mit dem äu-
ßeren radialen Ring (78) auftritt.

10. Ventilanordnung (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei das
Kombinationslager (52) ferner ein Lagergehäuse
(84) umfasst, das den einstückigen Last-/Anlaufring
(74), die Anlaufscheibe (76), den äußeren radialen
Ring (78), die ersten mehreren Walzelemente (80)
und die zweiten mehreren Walzelemente (82) ent-
hält; und wobei ein äußerer Rand der Anlaufscheibe
(76) von dem Lagergehäuse (84) mit einem ersten
ringförmigen Abstand beabstandet ist und wobei ein
innerer Rand der Anlaufscheibe (76) von der An-
triebswelle (22) mit einem zweiten ringförmigen Ab-
stand beabstandet ist, sodass die Anlaufscheibe
(76) radial frei schwimmend in dem Lagergehäuse
(84) ist.

Revendications

1. Ensemble de soupape (10), comprenant :

un corps d’écoulement (14) ayant un passage
d’écoulement (20) à travers lui ;
un arbre d’entraînement (22) monté à rotation à
l’intérieur du corps d’écoulement (14) ;
un élément de soupape (24) monté sur l’arbre
d’entraînement (22) et positionné à l’intérieur du
passage d’écoulement (20) ; et
un palier combiné (52) accouplé entre le corps
d’écoulement (14) et l’arbre d’entraînement
(22), le palier combiné (52) comprenant :

une bague de charge/poussée radiale inté-
grale (74) accouplée à l’arbre d’entraîne-
ment (22) ;
une bague radiale externe (78) entourant la
bague de charge/poussée radiale intégrale
(74) ; et
une première pluralité d’éléments de roule-
ment (80) ;
une deuxième pluralité d’éléments de rou-
lement (82) prisonniers entre la bague ra-
diale externe (78) et la bague de char-
ge/poussée radiale intégrale (74) ;
la deuxième pluralité d’éléments de roule-
ment (82) et la bague radiale externe (78)
coulissant axialement par rapport à la ba-
gue de charge/poussée radiale intégrale
(74) pour permettre un mouvement axial re-
latif de l’arbre d’entraînement (22) et de la
bague de charge/poussée radiale intégrale
(74) dû à une dilatation thermique,
caractérisé par une rondelle de poussée
(76) substantiellement adjacente à la bague
de charge/poussée radiale intégrale (74),
considéré suivant l’axe longitudinal du pa-
lier combiné (52), la première pluralité d’élé-
ments de roulement (80) étant prisonniers
entre la rondelle de poussée (76) et la ba-
gue de charge/poussée radiale intégrale
(74).

2. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la première pluralité d’éléments de rou-
lement (80) se déplacent radialement par rapport à
l’axe longitudinal du palier combiné (52) pour s’auto-
aligner en continu avec la deuxième pluralité d’élé-
ments de roulement (82) au cours de la rotation du
palier combiné (52).

3. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la bague de charge/poussée radiale in-
tégrale (74) comprend un chemin de roulement ra-
dial externe (100), la rondelle de poussée (76) com-
prenant un chemin de roulement radial interne (106),
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et la première pluralité d’éléments de roulement (80)
étant positionnés entre le chemin de roulement radial
externe (100) et le chemin de roulement radial inter-
ne (106).

4. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 3,
dans lequel la bague de charge/poussée radiale in-
tégrale (74) comprend en outre un chemin de roule-
ment circonférentiel externe (94), la bague radiale
externe (78) comprenant un chemin de roulement
circonférentiel interne (102), et la deuxième pluralité
d’éléments de roulement (82) étant positionnés en-
tre le chemin de roulement circonférentiel externe
(94) et le chemin de roulement circonférentiel interne
(102).

5. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel les axes de rotation de la deuxième plu-
ralité d’éléments de roulement (82) sont substantiel-
lement parallèles à l’axe de rotation de l’arbre d’en-
traînement (22).

6. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 5,
dans lequel les axes de rotation de la première plu-
ralité d’éléments de roulement (80) sont substantiel-
lement perpendiculaires à l’axe de rotation de l’arbre
d’entraînement (22).

7. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la première pluralité d’éléments de rou-
lement (80) est sélectionnée à partir du groupe cons-
titué d’une pluralité d’éléments de roulement de type
billes et d’une pluralité de rouleaux coniques, et dans
lequel la deuxième pluralité d’éléments de roulement
(82) comprend une pluralité de rouleaux.

8. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel l’arbre d’entraînement (22) est incliné
par rapport au corps d’écoulement (14), et dans le-
quel l’élément de soupape (24) comprend une pla-
que de soupape papillon (24).

9. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel la bague de charge/poussée radiale in-
tégrale (74) comprend :

un collier de poussée annulaire (98) ; et
un épaulement d’espacement annulaire (105)
entre la deuxième pluralité d’éléments de rou-
lement (82) et le collier de poussée annulaire
(98) ; et
dans lequel l’épaulement d’espacement annu-
laire (105) est positionné de manière à buter
conter la deuxième pluralité d’éléments de rou-
lement (82) en cas de convergence longitudina-
le entre la deuxième pluralité d’éléments de rou-
lement (82) et le collier de poussée annulaire
(98) avant le contact du collier de poussée an-

nulaire (98) avec la bague radiale externe (78).

10. Ensemble de soupape (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel le palier combiné (52) comprend en
outre un boîtier de palier (84) contenant la bague de
charge/poussée radiale intégrale (74), la rondelle de
poussée (76), la bague radiale externe (78), la pre-
mière pluralité d’éléments de roulement (80) et la
deuxième pluralité d’éléments de roulement (82) ; et
dans lequel un bord externe de la rondelle de pous-
sée (76) est séparé du boîtier de palier (84) par un
premier dégagement annulaire et dans lequel un
bord interne de la rondelle de poussée (76) est sé-
paré de l’arbre d’entraînement (22) par un deuxième
dégagement annulaire de telle sorte que la rondelle
de poussée (76) flotte librement radialement à l’in-
térieur du boîtier de palier (84).
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